List of Articles drawn from MACC Quarterlies, 1983-Winter 2016, based on title keywords or subject matter

(Note: the MACC Quarterly from 1996-1999 is not accessible on-line. Hard copy is available in the MACC office, and may be available in your conservation commission office)

The articles listed have been chosen because, regardless of when they were written or published, we think they may continue to be relevant. If you wish reprint an article, you may do so at no charge, provided you include the full citation and note that it has been reprinted with permission of the Massachusetts Association of Conservation Commissions.

Administrative Issues and Procedures

A. Bossi, “Tips from the Conservation Office” [Improving Communication in an NOI], MACC Quarterly (Fall 2013), III, i, 15.


K. Connolly, “Conservation Commissions’ Authority to Collect Fees and Spend Funds,” MACC (September/October 2009), XXXIX, v, 4-5, 11-13.


K. Connolly, “Commissions Using E-mail: Do’s and Don’ts,” MACC Quarterly (Fall 2014), IV, I, 1, 6-7.


L. Legere, “SJC Verifies Property Tax Exemption For Open Space Held by Non-Profit Conservation Organizations,” MACC Quarterly (Summer 2014), III, iv, 1, 8.

G.I. McGregor, “How to Win Lawsuits Against [i.e. facing] Your Board or Agency,” MACC (Early Spring 1998), XXVII, ii, 3.

G. I. McGregor, “Supreme Court Addresses Unconstitutional Permit Conditions,” MACC Quarterly (Fall 2013), III, i, 6-7.

P.A. Mello, “Summary of Local Wetlands Enforcement Options,” MACC Quarterly (Spring, 2015), IV, iii, 9, 11.


N. Stevens, “We’ve Lost Our Voting Quorum—What Do We Do?” MACC Quarterly (Fall 2014), IV, I, 1, 5.


N. Stevens, “Appeals Court Affirms MassDEP’s Choice of Who Files a Notice of Intent,” MACC Quarterly (Summer 2012), I, iv, 3, 11.


Application / Project Requirements and Denials
A. Bossi, “Tips from the Conservation Office” [Improving Communication in an NOI], MACC Quarterly (Fall 2013), III, i, 15.

G. I. McGregor, “Supreme Court Addresses Unconstitutional Permit Conditions,” MACC Quarterly (Fall 2013), III, i, 6-7.

N. Stevens, “Appeals Court Affirms MassDEP’s Choice of Who Files a Notice of Intent,” MACC Quarterly (Summer 2012), I, iv, 3, 11.

N. Stevens, “Deny Work Carefully—and Specifically,” MACC (January/February 2009), XXXIX, i, 1, 17-18.

Botany: see Plants

Climate Change and Related Issues

Rivers and Dams: T. Purinton, “River Change and Dam Removal Adapting to Climate Change,” MACC (September/October, 2007), XXXVII, v, 1, 8.


Coastal Issues

Conservation Commission and Other Town Boards

Conservation Land and Land Preservation Issues


K. Sferra, [on CRs], MACC (March/April 2006), XXXVI, ii, 1, 3.

N. Stevens, “Converting Conservation Land to Other Uses,” MACC Quarterly (Spring 2012), I, iii, 3, 5, 7.

S. Willard, “Carlisle’s Successful Conservation Restriction Advisory Committee,” MACC (May / June 2004), XXXIV, iii, 1, 6.

Consultants


DEP and ConComs
Letter from Falmouth Conservation Commission to Environmental Affairs Secretary Trudy Coxe, MACC Newsletter (Late Summer 1993), XXII, v, 4: concerning DEP support for Conservation Commissions.

Decision-Making

Enforcement
P.A. Mello, “Summary of Local Wetlands Enforcement Options,” MACC Quarterly (Spring, 2015), IV, iii, 9, 11.

Environmental Education, Issues and the Public


Erosion Control
M. Marcus, “Principles of Sediment and Erosion Control,” MACC (Late Summer, 1997), XXVI, v, 4, 10.
Fertilizers and Impacts

Fisheries, Protection of
R. Cohen, “Functions of Riparian Areas for Fisheries Protection,” MACC (Early Fall 1997), XXVI, vi, 5, 8-10.

Flood Control and Floodplains


Funds / Funding /Fees

K. Connolly, “Conservation Commissions’ Authority to Collect Fees and Spend Funds,” MACC (September/October 2009), XXXIX, v, 4-5, 11-13.


K. Connolly, “Accounting for Gifts to Conservation Commissions,” MACC Quarterly (Winter 2012/2013), II, ii, 4-6

Invasive Plants
J. Wigglesworth, MACC Intern, compiler, “Did You Know...Some Interesting Facts About Invasive Plants in Massachusetts,” MACC Quarterly (Fall 2013), III, i, 16-18.

Land Subject to Coastal Storm Flowage
**Landscape Planning and Conservation**

K. Connolly, President’s Message [essentially about Development Impact Fees], *MACC Quarterly* (Fall 2015), V, i, 8, 12-13.


**Local Regulations**

K.E. Connolly, “Local Wetlands Bylaws are not Intended to Supersede the Wetlands Protection Act, but to Provide Additional Local Protections,” *MACC* (May/June 2009), XXXIX, iii, 1, 4-5, 10.

I. Hegemann & S. Jackson, “Regulating Wetlands with a Bylaw or Ordinance: How Does Your Town Define a Wetland?” *MACC Quarterly* (Fall, 2011), I, i, 5-6.


MACC, “‘Mullin Rule’ Applied to Wetlands Bylaw Decisions” *MACC* (July / August 2004), XXXIV, iv, 1, 5.


**Mitigation Alternatives**

K. Connolly, President’s Message [essentially about Development Impact Fees], *MACC Quarterly* (Fall 2015), V, i, 8, 12-13.

**NOI (Notice of Intent)**

A. Bossi, [Tips from the Conservation Office] “Improving Communication in an NOI,” *MACC Quarterly* (Fall 2013), III, i, 15.

N. Stevens, “Appeals Court Affirms MassDEP’s Choice of Who Files a Notice of Intent,” *MACC Quarterly* (Summer 2012), I, iv, 3, 11.

**Open Meeting Issues**

K. Connolly, “Commissions Using E-mail: Do’s and Don’ts,” *MACC Quarterly* (Fall 2014), IV, I, 1, 6-7.

**Open Space Plans**


**Peer Review**


**Permitting and Review**


N. Stevens, “Deny Work Carefully—and Specifically,” *MACC* (January/February 2009), XXXIX, i, 1, 17-18.

**Pesticide Use, Wetlands and Waterways**


**Plants**

M. Girard, “Freshwater Wetland Plants Every Commissioner Should Know,” *MACC Quarterly* (Spring 2012), I, iii, 9.


S. A. Zielinski, “‘Native,’ ‘Alien’ and ‘Invasive’ Plants: What do These Terms Really Mean—and Why Do We Care, Pt. I: Native Massachusetts Plants,” *MACC Quarterly* (Spring 2015), IV, iii, 1, 6-8.

S. A. Zielinski, “‘Native,’ ‘Alien’ and ‘Invasive’ Plants: What do These Terms Really Mean—and Why Do We Care, Pt. II: ‘Alien’ and ‘Invasive’ Massachusetts Plants,” *MACC Quarterly* (Fall 2015), V, I, 6-7, 14-17.

**Invasives**
J. Wigglesworth, MACC Intern, compiler, “Did You Know...Some Interesting Facts About Invasive Plants in Massachusetts,” MACC Quarterly (Fall 2013), III, i, 16-18.

Politics and Conservation

Pollution Issues
Control
A.D. Dawson, “Nonpoint Source Pollution Control: Commissions to Have a Role,” MACC Newsletter (Late Spring 1996), XXV, iii, 3.

Prevention of
R. Cohen, “Functions of Riparian Areas for Pollution Prevention, “ MACC (Late Summer 1997), XXV, I, v, 5-8-10.

Procedures


Quorums

N. Stevens, “We’ve Lost Our Voting Quorum—What Do We Do?” MACC Quarterly (Fall 2014), IV, I, 1, 5.


N. Stevens, “Appeals Court Affirms MassDEP’s Choice of Who Files a Notice of Intent,” MACC Quarterly (Summer 2012), I, iv, 3, 11.


Regulations, Local – see Local Regulations.

Resource Area Conditions and Infractions
Press Release from Martha Coakley’s Office, “Mansfield Man Pleads Guilty to Clear Cutting Protected Wetlands, Must Pay $250,000 Fine,” MACC (July/August 2007), XXXVII, iv, 1, 6, 10.


E. H. Ricci, “Solar Arrays in Wetlands,” MACC Quarterly (Fall 2013), III, i, 1, 4-5.

**Riparian Areas, Functions**

R. Cohen, “Functions of Riparian Areas for Fisheries Protection,” MACC (Early Fall 1997), XXVI, vi, 5, 8-10.


R. Cohen, “Functions of Riparian Areas for Pollution Prevention, “ MACC (Late Summer 1997), XXV,I, v, 5-8-10.

R. Cohen, “The Importance of Protecting Riparian Areas along Small Streams,” MACC (Late Winter 1997/98), XXVII, 1, 5.

R. Cohen, “Natural Vegetation on Riparian Areas Protects Groundwater,” MACC (Late Summer 1999), XXX, viii, 6.

R. Cohen, “Functions of Riparian Lands for Protecting Public and Private Water Supplies,” MACC (Early Summer 1997), XXVI, iv, 4-5.

R. Cohen, “Functions of Riparian Areas for Wildlife Habitat,” MACC Newsletter (Late Spring 1997), XXVI, iii, 4, 8-10.

**Riparian Areas, Functions**

**Roads**


**Septic System Project Review**

R. Povenmire, “Gaining More Control Over the Review of Proposed Septic System Projects,” MACC (November/December 2005), XXXV, vi, 1, 3-4. (Includes definitions, a critical review of considerations within the ConCom’s purview; upgrades and enlargements vs. repairs)

**Solar Projects and Wetlands Regulations**


E. H. Ricci, “Solar Arrays in Wetlands,” MACC Quarterly (Fall 2013), III, i, 1, 4-5.
Stormwater / Stormwater Management


Tree cutting and “alteration”


Water Supply Protection

R. Cohen, “Functions of Riparian Lands for Protecting Public and Private Water Supplies,” MACC (Early Summer 1997), XXVI, iv, 4-5.

Wetlands Concerns beyond wetland boundaries

R. Provenmire, “Thinking Outside the Wetland Boundary,” MACC (January/February, 2008), XXXVIII, i, 1, 15, 17.

Wetlands Plants

M. Girard, “Freshwater Wetland Plants Every Commissioner Should Know,” MACC Quarterly (Spring 2012), I, iii, 9.

Wetlands, Significance / Functions


Wildlife Habitat and Protection


R. Cohen, “Functions of Riparian Areas for Wildlife Habitat,” MACC Newsletter (Late Spring 1997), XXVI, iii, 4, 8-10.


S. Jackson, “CAPS: Landscape-based Analysis of Ecological Integrity to Support Conservation Decision-Making,” MACC Quarterly (Spring 2012), I, iii, 1, 6, 8.